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Chocolate Truffles
Ingr-edients

8 oz. Philadelphia Brand cream cheese (225 gr-ams)

4 oz. Nesquik chocolate milkshake mix (I 12 grams)

4 oz. Chocolate ver-micelli (spr-inkles) or- "Hundr-eds and thousands" (112 grains)

This recipe uses two very popular- brand-names, but similar pr-oducts can be

used as substitutes. Philadelphia Brand cr-eam cheese has been chosen because it

is tr-aditionally used in cooking. Nesquik was chosen because the flavour-ing is

alr-eady pr-e-mixed with the right amount of sugar needed for- this r-ecipe. The

milkshake mix can be substituted with any Cocoa powder- and icing sugar-, using

2 oz. (56 grams) of each ingredient.

Put the cr-eam cheese in a mixing bowl and beat it with the back of a mixing

spoon until it is fluffy. Add the Nesquik powder into the bowl and mix together

until it is a soft brown paste with none of the white of the cr-eam cheese

showing.

Take a pack of chocolate ver-micelli sprinkles and pour them onto a plate. Then

using your- fingertips, roll the chocolate cream cheese mixture into mar-ble-sized

balls. Place the balls on the plate of spr-inkles and cover- the entir-e surface of
each truffle. This should make the truffle feel more solid and easier to hold.

After you have finished rolling the tr-uffle in the spr-inkles, put it on a clean plate.

Place your- plate of finished truffles in the refrigerator for one hour to harden.

This recipe should make about a dozen truffles.

Variations on Truffles
Colourful truffles can also be made' using Nesquik str-awber-r-y or- banana flavours.

Coloured "Hundreds and thousands" spr-inkles go par-ticularly well with these
flavours to make fun 'Rainbow Truffles',

Philadelphia Brand is a registered trademark of Kraft General Foods Corp.

Nesquik is a registered trademark of Nestle S.A.

Warning: Do not put this book near heat.
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